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The history of humanity is a long and colorful one. From the discovery of fire, humans next
discovered metallurgy and things were just not the same anymore.  Ages have been named after
different metals that early civilization used as historical landmarks, and the Bronze Age produced
one of the most eloquent and enduring achievements.

Metals are as old as recorded human civilization. The first civilization to exploit bronze were the
Sumerians, who also gave us the very first written language, the cuneiform. This takes humanityâ€™s
long history with bronze at a far later date than imagined.

When the ancient people started to discover the durable malleability of bronze, the metal drew
artisans out of mere cut-and-dried workers and soon inspired artworks out of our ancient craftsmen. 
They fashioned bronze into trinkets and tools and weapons and they did not break or rust easily,
which made bronze a most desired metal during these times.

Another metal, brass, came as an offshoot after the discovery of bronze. While brass is not as
widely used as bronze, people found meaningful uses for this metal.  Brassâ€™ more polished gold
sheen than bronze also makes this metal suitable for beautiful ornaments in homes and elsewhere,
and became widely used at the height of the Roman Empire, and extending well into the Medieval
times as the manufacture of armory expanded.  A forefather of the modern cannon, the brass canon
made its debut during these times.

Brass manufacturers have capitalized on the attractiveness of bronze as both bronze and brass
have similar strengths and points of appeal.  Brass was like its cousin, bronze, in its versatility and
malleability, but has a lower melting point than bronze. A brass manufacturer would be a perfect
partner to call if youâ€™re looking to build Roman arches, intricately adorned doorknobs, and classical
doorway fixtures.

Brass also played a big part in our history. Due to its adaptability and resilience, a brass distributor
found that they also make for great goggle frames, which in turn were used by aviators and by
German bike patrols. Today, these goggles were adapted into construction use and are now seen
on metal workers and those engaged working in very high temperatures.

History, youâ€™ll find is full of surprises if you bother to seek out its beginnings.  That doorknob or that
faucet that frustrates you may have come from a long line of discoveries.  If you want more
information about brass and its uses through the ages, you can go to oldcopper.org or
getfreeinfo.com for reference.
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For more details, search a Brass manufacturers, a brass manufacturer and a brass distributor in
Google.
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